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Abstract. Currently providers are trying to personalize their websites according to user
profiles. With respect to the wide variety and great volume of websites, providers look for a
design that is more attractive than that of competitors. They look for a unique solution. In this
uniqueness, any point such as design, user-friendliness, and content offered to the customer
plays a key role in its success. The main objective of this study is to provide profiles of
different kinds of users. Later on, this information can be used to design appropriate websites.
This kind of information can be explored from social networks. We obtained a dataset of 500
users and we have clustered this dataset to 12 clusters, and then applied Collaborative Filtering
on user data to improve the results. The paper will present the corresponding results and
provide an interesting overview of different profiles of users in different parts of the world.
Keywords: User Profiles, Web Application, Personalization, Web Design.

1.

Introduction

Most of the time, standard solutions provided by web design techniques have limited
personalization ability. Owners would like to have their website usable, aesthetic and
attractive according to their personal feeling. Any point such as design and user
friendliness, content, services offered to the customer and etc. can play a significant
role to make a website succeeds. The first impression the user gets of a website is
through its appearance. She/he may like the website at his/her first view and finally be
loyal to it while churn probability will be minimized. Many modern techniques have
been presented in data personalization in order to collect behavioral information of the
users; for example: suspension time in user interface, ratio of the observed links to the
total number of links and user interaction on any accessible data [1], [2]. These new
inputs can be employed to understand the hidden interests of users in order to choose
the best personalized data for them. We started by introducing the goals of our work
and now we present our experiment in Section 2. Finally, we will summarize the main
contributions of our work in Section 3. Because of lack of space we focus on our
experiment. A discussion of related work can be found in [3].

2.

Experiment

Based on the analysis of popular web sites different designs were collected. These
designs have been clustered in 30 different types. These types were presented to users
of social networks and their votes were collected according to the following rules.
Three choices were displayed to a user. After a user selected his/her favorite design a
new page provided more choices.
The system had announced to the users that the first choice they observe is not
necessarily an optimized one and they have to declare their vote without looking at
the presented order. 58% of the users have voted to the first choice, 26% to the
second one and remaining 16% to the third choice. The software contains a learning
system in such a way that it updates the design rating considering the positive vote
and the user’s cluster. Therefore, when the user gives his/her positive vote to a design,
the ratio of votes given to a specific design toward the total votes was added to its
rating. This value divided by remaining designs in a group will also be subtracted
from the total number of designs. Similarly, designs will tend to be optimized which
will result in a powerful learning system.
The total number of the participants was 481 with 840 valid votes for the existing
design templates, while 664 additional votes were added to first level votes taking into
account the details.

3. Results
3.1. Color Preferences
Colors with darker tones such as blue and brown were more attractive to men,
while designs having a color spectra such as pink, purple, red and yellow, in
comparison with other colors, were a prevalent trend among women’s choices.
Designs with the desired tone for men were 48% of total designs, 67% of which were
voted as the first choice and the remaining 33% were voted as second choices.
Designs with the desired tone for women were 30% of total designs, 82% of which
were selected as the first choice while the other 18% were voted as secondary choices.
The sampling set was composed of 268 male and 192 female participants. Designs
were also tagged such that they were sorted in four groups from the darkest to the
lightest tone. It was observed that women show more interest in lighter colors,
whereas men show more interest in darker colors. In Fig. 1, the horizontal axis of the
diagram shows the average dark to light approximate tone scaled from 1 to 4 and the
vertical axis of the diagram indicates the redundancy of each group.

Fig. 1. Sex towards color

Since most of the participants who have taken part are from Iran and some European
countries, the results in the Middle East and 1st level European countries (more
prosperous) have provided the most accurate results. Fig. 2 compares chosen countries
and favorite kinds of colors of the participants.

Fig. 2. Color toward User’s Location

As shown in Fig. 2, lighter color designs have attained higher ratings in Asia and
the Middle East compared to other tones; meanwhile European countries have
experienced a rather reversed regime. Asian countries, especially those in Middle
East, have chosen light colors. In Fig. 2, the horizontal axis of the diagram shows the
average dark to light approximate tone scaled from 1 to 4 while the vertical axis of the
diagram indicates the percent of designs chosen by individuals in each group.
3.2. Time spent in website with relation to user’s education
According to Fig. 3 those who have a higher education spend more time on a
website. Many participants with a higher education have spent 40-45 sec time using
the website. In this diagram, the horizontal axis shows the education level while each
color is indicative of the average time spent on the website. The vertical axis shows
the percent of designs chosen by individuals in each group. The average time spent on
web pages as reported by the literature was higher than the time we inferred based on
our research.

Fig. 3. Spent time in website towards user’s education

3.3. The role of location
Location of the participants has been divided into 5 regions and the characteristics
have been shown in such a way that they could be comparable. These diagrams are
used to compare different locations towards some specifications which have revealed
successful results. This diagram is indicative of the average time spent by individuals
on websites. Thereby, time has been displayed and location of each region has been
specified according to the average time. People who live in the Middle East and USA
spent the shortest time on websites, while those who live in EU and South America
spent the longest time on web pages.

Fig. 4. Location towards average time spent in websites

Fig. 5 illustrates the number of links in web pages since the average number of
links towards each region has been specified on the diagram. The number of links
affects user’s concentration and accuracy of his/her choice. Whenever the number of
links is greater, it would be more difficult for the user to choose his/her favorite link.

There could be a solution by combining links with help information. People, who live
in 2nd level European countries, are more interested in greater number of links.

Fig. 5. Location towards number of links

Considering the interest of people from various regions
darker tone colors, Fig. 6 reveals the relation between
location of the participants. In this diagram, the amount
determined for each region. People from North America
variety of colors.

Fig. 6. Location towards color variety

in the world in higher or
the color variety and the
of color variety has been
show less interest in high

3.4. Location towards page complexity
Fig. 7 focuses on the interest in complex pages in various regions. In this diagram, the
average tagged amount of complexity has been specified for each region. Advanced
European countries in addition to Asian countries show great interest in more
complex pages.

Fig. 7. Location towards page complexity

3.5. Age towards number of links
In this diagram, the horizontal axis has 4 values: 1 for the age group presented on the
X axis, 2 and 3 for the age group of presented on the Y axis (between 18 and 31 years
old which has been divided into two sets), and 4 for the age group of presented on the
Z. Loads of the diagram are the number of links and the vertical axis represents the
redundancy.
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Fig. 9. Education towards number of links

As can be observed, users of lower ages have chosen the greatest number of links.
The trend in this diagram is similar to the previous one and it is possible to interpret
relations between age and education. One of the horizontal axes is education in which
value “1” denotes lower education levels and value “4” denotes higher education
ones; while the other one is the number of links. The vertical axis represents the
redundancy. It can be seen that lower education has been accompanied by the greatest
number of links.

3. Summary
The paper presented some aspects that were analyzed based on experiments with
users that have been attracted from social networks. Thze results can be summarized
in the following way.
Users with lower education level together with users of lower income are
interested to be placed the overview columns at the right. It can therefore be
concluded that they have been more related to the Persian websites whose exploring
experience was limited to simple issues in Iran governmental websites e.g. websites of
gas card, post, Housings and etc. which usually have their column at right. One
conclusion made from these observations was that exploring experience of a user has
direct impacts on his/her favorite styles.
People who have education level less than bachelor, prefer less than 8 links. Users
having an education level lower than master show the least attention to page
components. They are also interested in greater number of links.
Users who have low income level like to visit a website with light colored and
busy header pictures. On the other hand, users with high income level are keen to visit
websites with warm colored and nature header pictures. Individuals whose average
time spent on various web pages is more than normal, are interested in third type of
websites which do not have columns or busy design.
Users older than 31 years choose the header picture from busy ones. They also use
the darkest colors to design the website and prefer plenty of pictures in it. With
respect to the limitations such as participation of users in all ranges under study, some
of the specifications have adequate resources while others lack such resources. For
example, majority of the sampling population are Iranian students who will affect
education level and financial situation as well as other specifications
One other drawback experienced was related to the difficulty to bring people of
other countries to agreement. The least number of participants were from Africa and
Australia while the number of participants from America was not enough as well. It
seems that the income criteria have not been answered properly. The major limitation
of the research was in social networks in which users hardly trust newly released
applications due to incidence of virus worms. Therefore, it will be rather difficult to
satisfy those users.
Achievements of this research can be further employed in the design of dynamic
websites which requires much time and cost; to conform page patterns regarding the
tags from page classification in which the users have shown interest and to develop
results obtained from observing users’ behavior toward other practical areas.
Considering greater number of characteristics with more details in addition to
more users can certainly impose a positive effect on the model and tagging the
designs, meanwhile it will make results more accurate. Furthermore, if user’s
exploring behavior is recorded in longer period of time, the results will be of higher
accuracy. A number of parameters have been considered here for the voting system
and page ranking. For example, receiving feedback from the user affects its class
cluster designs in such a way that adds a coefficient for the positive votes and

subtracts it for the negative ones. Modification of these coefficients can lead to higher
performance. Coefficient mentioned for distinction of specifications for each part of
the website can also be altered. Changing the normalizing parameters can have
positive effects on the results.
Some characteristics which have been collected from questionnaires may lack
enough accuracy. Besides, some people may not allow their demographic information
to be published through social networks due to security issues.
Applying techniques to make them agree to do so, (for example through trust let
techniques) can have significantly influence the accuracy of data.
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